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WHICH PRATT DEGEN ARE U??
Take the following quiz to find out which degenerate of Pratt Hall you 
are!

1) What would you make for dinner?
a) half a tub of hummus and like 23 everything-bagel seasoned pretzel 
thins.
b) 20 mg of adderall.
c) Lean Cuisine Fettucine.
d) a well-balanced, 3-course meal from scratch.

2) What do you play on aux?
a)70’s psychedelic rock (sung by men only)
b) Lana Del Rey on loop
c) The Beatles
d) the Indie bands you listened to in High School

3) What’s your favorite drunk food?
a) Anything with cheese that your roommate makes for you.
b) Quest Bar, chopped up and baked with a side of frozen grapes.
c) FarmRich Mozz sticks and your roommate’s Oreos.
d) Your leftover, made-from-scratch, curry with a glass of red wine, and 
a side of staring into the abyss (as a treat).

4) What would you be caught doing on a Saturday?
a) trying to convince your roommates to go to the bio with you.
b) sulking in depression until 6pm.
c) watching your roommates frantically clean the apartment while eating 
a bagel sandwich you made yourself.
d) logging into TA office hours after trimming your bangs.

5) Which club are you in charge of?
a) The publication that looks good on your resume.
b) The publication that
c) A business frat ?
d) The diddly-bops A capella.
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WHICH PRATT DEGEN R U? 
(CONT.)

6) What is your go-to purchase from IGA?
a) Sabra Roasted Garlic hummus
b) two pints of ice cream and green grapes
c) Cheez-Its
d) vegetables for the apartment and mint Oreo Thins

7) What do you want to be when you’re older?
a) a lawyer with a trophy spouse
b) a trophy spouse
c) a Denison professor
d) the next Bill Gates

8) Celebrity crush?
a) Chris Pratt
b) Zac Efron
c) Donald Glover
d) Timothee Chalamet

RESULTS:
a) If you mainly chose “a” as your 
answer, you are Nina! 
Passionate and competitive 
to a fault, you hate corporations, 
but love the rules too much to steal.
b) If you mainly chose “b” 
as your answer, you are 
Charlie! Stimulated, forgetful, and 
empty, you just want 
to go home tbh.
c) If you mainly chose “c” as your 
answer, you are Lauren! Kind, caring, 
and codependent, you look forward to
 taking off your bra and putting 
up your hair.
d) If you mainly chose “d” as your 
answer, you are Emily! Driven, 
dedicated, deafeningly-loud, with a 
soft spot for soft men, you are a proud 
woman in STEM and you won’t 
let anyone forget it! 


